SMARTdesks Opens the iLid: A New Generation of Flip Computer Tables
SMARTdesks’s newest product, iLid, offers ultimate classroom flexibility in computer table
systems. The LCD monitor flips open for immediate use and stows seamlessly back into a flat
work surface. Keyboard and mouse storage tray offers easy unobtrusive access to technology
resources.
Baltimore, MD (PRWEB) October 19, 2011 -- iLid computer tables and desks provide LCD monitor
availability as easily as flipping open a laptop. Users flip open the monitor panel, mounted on a friction-fitting
hinge, and then adjust the screen to their desired angle. The keyboard resides on a convenient storage shelf or
optional pull out tray. iLid computer desks and tables represent the ideal flexible furniture system in
classrooms, offices, and conference centers.
While the computer monitor is in the upright position, users can work with text and technology side by side.
The adjustable monitor angle accommodates different working styles and users can manipulate to suit their own
workspace needs. Additionally, iLid computer workstations offer ten inches depth of desktop space when the
screen is in use. When closed, users have full use of flat desk space.
In classrooms, professors can teach with computers open or stowed according to the day’s plans. In professional
settings, the desk configuration makes the necessary exchange of computer and text resources an effortless
motion.
Double and single iLid computer stations are available for purchase. The double iLid computer table offers
desk space in between and on either side of the LCD monitors. The single iLid computer desk provides a
comprehensive solo workstation. Both the tables and desks configure for collaborative learning use.
iLid provides aesthetic wire management and CPU holder systems, offering flexibility depending on location.
The keyboard storage shelf houses under the monitor and optional pull out tray increases desk space even more.
Optional locking casters allow easy mobility and desk configurations within a workspace. Tabletop styling
options are laminate with PVC edge trim or 3D Thermofoil, offering flexibility in appearance and cost-effective
budget solutions.
The SMARTdesks Design Service Team develops classroom, office, and conference room design around
clients’ desired products, such as the iLid. Without cost or obligation, the Team assists customers to generate
the most efficient computer desk and table configurations for their needs. Quality classroom design is the
priority in planning the intended workspace.
Visit www.smartdesks.com to request a quote or design services on the iLid with no cost or obligation to
purchase.
Like SMARTdesks' Facebook fan page to stay apprised of all new happenings: www.facebook.com/smartdesks
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Contact Information
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410-916-4378
Jeffrey Korber
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http://www.smartdesks.com
410-960-8027
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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